
Thentavius's Tiny Tidbits - A Few Helpful Game Hints and Insights



Tips on the Last Boss - Lavos


--You can do one of two things here. Slug it out with Lavos 'till he and Schala are both dead. OR, use the CHRONO CROSS to SAVE Schala, thereby defeating Lavos. 
You get different endings by doing both, so try both of 'em.^^

--Make sure you equip all three characters with as MANY elements as possible--especially on the lowest level spots because they're faster to "cast."
Don't worry about whether or not you'll actually NEED the elements for their damage, healing, or whatever properties. 
You'll use these extras for setting up Lavos for the Chrono Cross attack. I gave everyone at least two low-level slots for bandages, ointment, and so on. I'll explain more below.

--If you're able to line up all the balls and use the Chrono Cross, the battle ends instantly. That means, if it only takes you a few rounds to use the Chrono Cross, the battle can be really short!

--Once you've gotten the Chrono Cross ELEMENT, equip it on Serge (if you haven't already). You'll notice that everytime someone in your party casts a spell or uses an elemental, a chime is heard and a colorful ball appears at the top of the screen.
These balls are important. Everytime you use an element, a ball of the SAME COLOR AS THE ELEMENT appears up there. This is important for the battle with the last boss.

--Setting up the boss to use the Chrono Cross is tough, but it can be done. In order to save Schala (that little blonde girl on the monster's head), you'll need to line up the 
element color balls at the top in this specific order: Yellow, Red, Green, Blue, Black, White. 
Note: this is the same order of chimes as that weird crystal room in the sky tower (remember that ghostly music)?
Some daring people have defeated Lavos by just listening to the tones and playing the songs. I did it by just paying attentin to the color.

--Be patient. LET LAVOS START OFF THE COLOR SEQUENCE FOR YOU, otherwise it will interrupt your sequence. Even if you get all the way to white and Lavos fires off a red magic (or any color magic) before you can use the Chrono Cross, YOU'LL HAVE TO START ALL OVER AGAIN!! And that sucks. So, here's what I did. First, I went through a few rounds just having everyone physically attack. Don't worry, you won't do enough damage to Lavos with just your weapons, so you won't kill him before you can save Schala.
Then, once Serge (who was wearing the Chrono Cross) was up to "8" on his element point level, I kept DEFENDING until Lavos used a YELLOW element. Once Lavos did that, I had everyone BUT SERGE (who has to save his 8 element points for the use of the Chrono Cross) cast elements to complete the sequence. Once it was at white, I had Serge use the Chrono Cross and BLAMMO! Lavos kicked the bucket and I saved Schala. One hint: if you've reached white and you're ready to use the Chrono Cross, but it's not Serge's turn, use the L1 and R1 buttons to toggle to him and skip the other characters' turns.

--(tidbit) Those who played Chrono Trigger will remember that one major event never got resolved (and bugged us all for YEARS after we'd played it).
Whatever happened to Schala? She sacrificed herself at the end of CT to snuff out Lavos' power, but we never found out what happened to her. Well, folks.
Chrono Cross solves the mystery--and forces us to resolve a problem begun 20 years earlier by Chrono, Marle, and Lucca! Schala has merged with Lavos (guess that's
why she's attached to his head) and she's apparently his prisoner, held in between time and reality.



